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About This Game

Get involved in an adventure where you can kill the cookie different of ways. Don’t hesitate try out the heavy weapons or
choose a special way to break the cookie up. This is more easier than you can imagine…Play it as much as possible to unlock

the weapon arsenal. What’s more you allow to surfing between large selection of venues. For example your can take the cookie
in a snowy landscape or in a view witch is full off gingerbread houses and there are more options. Try it all the way with venues

and the weapons as well. Get it as soon as possible and take all of your stress of with it!

The features include:

different venues

hide variations of weapons

single player mode

Available on windows, mac, linux
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Looks like a really fun timewasting game. But unfortunatly after buying the game if you want to use anything other than a pistol
you have to pay again. shame.
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